Many techniques to utilize side information of users and/or items as inputs to recommenders to improve recommendation, especially on cold-start items/users, have been developed over the years. In this work, we test the approach of utilizing item side information, specifically categorical attributes, in the output of recommendation models either through multi-task learning or hierarchical classification. We first demonstrate the efficacy of these approaches for both matrix factorization and neural networks with a medium-size realword data set. We then show that they improve a neural-network based production model in an industrial-scale recommender system. We demonstrate the robustness of the hierarchical classification approach by introducing noise in building the hierarchy. Lastly, we investigate the generalizability of hierarchical classification on a simulated dataset by building two user models in which we can fully control the generative process of user-item interactions.
INTRODUCTION
Matrix factorization and deep neural networks, such as Recurrent Neural Networks [12] (RNN), trained on user-item co-occurrence data have become the default modeling choice for recommendation systems. Nevertheless, the extreme sparsity of the co-occurrence data still poses a huge challenge. Various algorithms have been * Work performed while at Google.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). proposed to go beyond user-item co-occurrence data and take into account item (or user) side information, i.e. the attributes of the items or users. In particular, categorical attributes or taxonomies of items offer similarity measurement between items, which is critical for recommendation when the user-item interaction pair is sparse. SVDFeature [7] and Factorization Machine [20] are a few successful examples. In these approaches, item attributes are embedded in the input and modeled together with the user-item co-occurrence data.
The structure of the item space induced by these categorical attributes are often not utilized on the output side of the models though. In this work, we propose to introduce auxiliary task to predict item categorical attributes with the goal of improving the task of item recommendation (prediction). Intuitively, more observations are available on these coarser-granularity categorical attributes than individual item. As a result, predicting these attributes is easier than predicting the item directly. The structural relationship between the item attributes and the item itself, in return allows us to utilize the auxiliary task to help item recommendation. Here we focus on a particular setting where recommendation is modeled as a multi-class classification problem, in which the number of classes is the number of unique items in the system. We employ two modeling techniques to introduce the auxiliary task of predicting item attributes: hierarchical classification or hierarchical softmax [18] (HSM) and multi-task learning [21] 
(MTL).
HSM is not a new technique but remain competitive and popular. It is commonly used to speed up learning with a large number of output classes. Morin and Bengio showcased its efficiency in the context of language modeling [18] , especially when incorporating the hierarchy of words inherited from WordNet. Similarly, multitask learning has been explored extensively in prior work, where shared model parameters between related prediction tasks can help the main prediction task through regularization and transfer learning [3, 21] .
Predicting coarser concepts like people, topics (or tags) are not new in recommender systems either, e.g., the tag recommender [22] , followee recommendation [6] , etc. However, these work aims at predicting these coarser attributes as the end goal. In contrast, we are more interested in improving the item-level prediction by introducing these coarser level targets into the modeling.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in modeling frameworks of both matrix factorization and neural networks. We compare the performance of proposed approaches against several baseline methods on utilizing item side information on a public real-world dataset as well as a private industrial-scale recommendation dataset. While both MTL and HSM offer noticeable improvement over baselines, we find that HSM boosts the performance substantially and consistently. We also examine the robustness of HSM w.r.t. noise in the group assignment based on the attributes. As expected, the improvement drops as more noise are injected into the hierarchy. Nonetheless, it achieves comparable performance to baseline using a completely random hierarchy. Through simulation, we also demonstrate that HSM's advantage generalizes across different user models where user-item interaction follows different generative models.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Matrix Factorization and Neural Networks in Recommender Systems
Historically, the matrix completion problem has been extensively studied in the algorithmic research of recommender systems. The techniques developed can model both user explicit (e.g. five-star preference ratings) or implicit feedback (e.g. click, purchase, watch) data. Nowadays, more and more researchers focus on designing models for broader user implicit feedback especially in industrial recommender systems where users' natural engagement with products provide a large amount of useful information on users' interest. For instance, Hu et al. [14] proposed collaborative filtering models for implicit feedback data, utilizing a efficient negative sampling technique to address the modeling challenge that only implicit positive labels are observed in these recommender systems, i.e., only items interacted with by users are observed while user preference information on unobserved items are missing. Negative sampling technique has been widely used and demonstrated effective in many applications, e.g. K. Chen and T. Chen et al.'s work on tweet and followee recommendation [5, 6] .
To deal with cold-starting items and users, the state-of-the-art generalized matrix factorization models, e.g. SVDFeature [7] and Factorization Machine [20] can easily incorporate item side information as input. Compared with user ID or item ID alone, utilizing these more higher-level user or item features are important for generalization when there are not many observations for the user or item.
Recently, deep learning has shown great accuracy improvements in various domain tasks, including recommender systems where temporally long-term dependencies might be important for modeling user behavior. Wu et al.'s recent work [25] models users and movies with a LSTM autoregressive model in movie recommendation systems and offers better prediction accuracy than the traditional matrix factorization techniques. LSTM is a widely used recurrent neural networks due to its advantage of modeling longterm dependencies.
Multi-Task Learning
Multi-task learning (MTL) has led to successes in many applications of machine learning. Ruder [21] gave a comprehensive overview on MTL particularly in deep neutral networks. They discussed different auxiliary tasks that can be used to leverage MTL when even only one task is the target. They pointed out that in the current status of the field, finding an auxiliary task is largely based on the assumption that the auxiliary task should be related to the main task in some way and the field still does not have a good notion of when two tasks should be considered similar or related.
One quite similar finding to our work is in Caruana et al's work [4] , which showed that some features are more useful as extra outputs than as inputs. They demonstrated through two regression problems and one classification problem that using some features as an output can enable learning a mapping from the other inputs to that feature which turns out to be more useful that the feature values themselves provided as input. In our work, we present similar findings but with a special focus on recommender systems and item categorical features. Different from co-factorization proposed by Singh et al. [23] where the matrix of item-attribute co-occurrences was fitted together, we additionally model a derived user-attribute matrix where the attributes come from items that users interacted with.
Hierarchical Prediction
As mentioned previously, hierarchical softmax was proposed by Morin and Bengio in [18] where it is used on top of a binary word hierarchy with multiple levels. They demonstrated that theoretically hierarchical softmax can have exponential speed-up in both training and testing (if only the top-1 prediction is needed during testing). If predictions on all items in the vocabulary are needed, there is a constant factor overhead (which is the case in recommender systems). In the work, they also proposed to share parameters across the hierarchy which we adopted in our work (see the next section). Empirically, they show that a hierarchical decomposition of the softmax yields a speed-up of about 200 both during training and inference. The limitation of this work is that the hierarchy was manually curated through data-driven clustering process. Mnih and Hinton [17] further proposed a simple and fast feature-based algorithm for automatic construction of such hierarchies.
We applied the hierarchical softmax model in recommender systems based on hierarchies induced by the naturally available item categorical attributes. In addition, we made changes on top of the model for tractability issues when the model has a huge flat hierarchy instead of the binary deep hierarchy used in [18] and when the hierarchy is very unbalanced which is often the case for these categorical attributes. Interestingly, Covington et al. [8] briefly mentioned their work of using hierarchical softmax model for Youtube recommendation, which did not achieve comparable results compared with random negative samples. However, we recognize that the clusters used there seem to be randomly assigned (which is confirmed in one of our experiments) because they mentioned that traversing each node in the hierarchical tree involves discriminating between sets of classes that are often unrelated.
Hierarchical classification with decision trees has also been used in genomics. Vens et al. [24] proposed hierarchical multi-label classification (HMC) trees for hierarchical multi-label classification tasks. Compared with two baseline approaches: hierarchical singlelabel classification (HSC) and single-label classification (SC) trees, HMC trees outperform along three dimensions: predictive accuracy, model size and induction time. The hierarchy of classes can be a tree where each class has only one parent, or a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) where classes may have multiple parents. They show how HMC trees can be extended to support this setting. In our work, we studied the case where only one categorical attribute is selected for the item hierarchy and each item can only belong to one categorical attribute value, i.e., one parent in the hierarchical structure. We treat it as interesting future work to support modeling multiple-parents or multi-attribute hierarchical classification for recommender systems.
UTILIZING SIDE INFORMATION IN RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
Recommendation modeling involves modeling both users and the item prediction. Most of the techniques model the current user state and items with a low-dimensional vector space and predict the user's preferences on items by matching the two. Assume we have a user state model that combines user profile and context factors and lies in a low-dimensional space R d . Denote s = s(u) ∈ R d as the current user's state vector in which u represents the user ID, profile and history in the system. We also sometimes use notation u to refer to a specific user ID depending on the context. Denote
as the item representation vector where v represents the item ID a and the properties of an item including the item side information. Denote θ as the model parameters of both s and o.
With the user state s and item representation o, making predictions on items involves modeling the match between the two f (u, o). This prediction function is used to approximate or learn from user feedback signals, which could be user explicit ratings on items or user implicit actions (e.g. interaction, consumption etc.) on items. Here we focus on the case of implicit action feedback. In most recommender systems, this implies that the system only observes positive feedback missing negative observations, e.g., we observe a user consumes an item but we miss information on the user's preference on other unobserved items. Negative sampling is widely used in this implicit feedback case, i.e., randomly sample some items in the item space as the "pseudo-negative" observations.
Three possible ways of fitting the observations can be found in prior literature: logistic model (treating the observations as following independent Bernoulli distributions), pair-wise ranking model (modeling the relative preference order) and softmax model (treating the feedback as an observation of an exclusive multi-class classification model). In this work, we focus on the softmax model because on one hand one of our proposed approaches -hierarchical softmax -can only be applied in this case and on the other hand softmax model has been demonstrated to have benefits [26] . The softmax model is shown in Equation 1, where i are k are indexing in the α + 1 observations, which include one positive and other sampled negative ones, i.e., α is the negative sample size and a here is an one-hot encoded representation of the positive and negative item IDs.
Matrix Factorization: SVDFeature
Many matrix factorization based techniques have been developed to utilize user and item side information to make predictions in recommender systems, e.g., Factorization Machine and SVDFeature. In this work, without losing generality, we examine the SVDFeature model. The SVDFeature model has the following prediction function shown in Equation 2, 3, 4 (the bias terms are skipped for simplicity of presentation). In other words, SVDFeature represents the user state and item vector as the sum of the vectors of their ID and side information. In the simplest case where users are represented as simple embedding vectors U and items as W ∈ R N xd which have a categorical attribute represented as V ∈ R M xd , s becomes s(u) = U u and o becomes o(v) = W a + V c where a represents the item ID and c represents a's categorical attribute ID.
Neural Networks: RNN
Neural network based techniques can incorporate side information as well, e.g., by embedding not only the user or item ID but also their side information into a low-dimensional space and then concatenating the vectors to have a unified vector representation as the input of a neural network. Without losing generality, we examined a Recurrent-Neural Network (RNN) based model that models a user as the user's temporal interaction sequence in the system [12, 25] . For a user sequence, each step is a vector representation of the item that the user interacted with (or liked, consumed), concatenating the embeddings of not only the item ID (input-side embedding of an item) but also its side information, overall denoted as CAT (θ u t ).
One widely used step transition model for the sequence model is LSTM [13] . Additional layers of transformation can be applied before modeling the transition with LSTM, e.g., through a layer of Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) [19] . In summary (as illustrated in Figure 1 ), a RNN model has the following user state model s in Equation 5 where t represents the time step.
In order to make predictions, the RNN model introduces additional output-side embedding vectors for items W . Therefore, the prediction function of the RNN model becomes Equation 6:
PREDICTING ITEM CATEGORICAL ATTRIBUTES
In this work, we propose to enhance the previous recommendation models by further utilizing the item side information in the output part. Specifically, we introduce an auxiliary task making predictions on not only the item (i.e., the match f (u, a)) but also on one of the item's categorical attributes. We only consider utilizing one categorical attribute at a time and the case that there is only one value associated with the attribute. In cases where there are multiple values for the attribute, we pick one according to the criterion of TF-IDF [16] . Overcoming this limitation (elaborated more later in the end) is an interesting direction of future research which could be complex by itself. We focus on initially demonstrating the efficacy of predicting item side information in this work. This proposed approach can be applied in both the SVDFeature and RNN models. In either case, our approach does not change the user state model s. However, for SVDFeature, the item prediction model as in Equation 4 is changed to only use W a , i.e., o(v) = W a , leaving out V c for the introduced auxiliary task.
Multi-Task Learning
In the MTL approach, we predict the categorical attribute by simply sharing the same user state representation s of the item prediction model. Denote the output-side embedding of a categorical attribute as V . For a positive observation of a, denote its attribute ID as c. Similar to the negative sampling for a positive item, β negative attribute IDs are randomly sampled to build the following softmax prediction model in Equation 8 where c is an one-hot encoded representation of the positive and sampled negative attribute IDs:
Hierarchical Softmax
In the HSM approach [18] , we sequentially make predictions along a hierarchical structure of the attribute and item. The estimated probability for an item becomes the product of the estimated attribute probability associated with the item and the estimated item probability within the group of items defined by the attribute. To be more precise, let K c be the items belonging to the attribute c's group. Then,p a =p c ·p a |c (9)
In real-word applications, the grouping induced by a categorical attribute can be very unbalanced, so that for some attribute IDs, a large group of items are involved while for others only a few. To address this problem, we introduce a sub-vocabulary sampling step, i.e., when the number of items involved by the attribute ID is greater than a threshold, we down-sample it to the threshold randomly. Algorithm 1 summarizes the steps training a HSM model. Algorithm 2 summarizes the HSM inference procedure after training the model.
Algorithm 1:
The algorithm for training a two-level HSM model with a large unbalanced hierarchy induced by a categorical attribute.
Data: u t , a t , c a t for t = 1, ...,T , where u t is a user history representation; a t is the item that was acted on by the user at time step t; c a t is the associated value of a selected categorical attribute of the item. Model Parameters: θ,W , V Hyper Parameters: the number of attribute samples α < N where N is the attribute vocabulary size, the number of item samples β < M where M is the item vocabulary size. 1 for t=1,...,T do 2 Run the user state model to get current user state representation s t (u t , θ )
3
Excluding c a t , randomly sample α negative attribute samples from the attribute vocabulary.
4
Compute the negative log likelihood loss L(c a t ) of p c a t in Equation 8.
5
Get the group of items with attribute value c a t , i.e. K c .
6
Excluding a t , randomly sample β negative item samples from the item vocabulary.
7
Compute the negative log likelihood loss L ′ (a t ) of p a t |c a t in Equation 1.
8
Minimize the loss L(c a t ) + L ′ (a t ) using SGD [2] or AdaGrad [9] . 9 end 10 Repeat the for loop until convergence, e.g., the decrease of the loss is less than certain threshold. Result: W , V , θ for all c and a. 4 Compute the final predicted item probabilities p a as in Equation 9 for all a. Result: p a for all a.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ON BEHANCE DATA SET
In this section, we evaluate the proposed approaches of MTL and HSM for both SVDFeature and RNN models with a real-world data set: Behance [11] . Behance.net is an online community where users can create arts and design projects and share their creation with the community. It supports a feature appreciation through which users can express their interest on projects created by others while browsing in the site. In this application, the recommendation of projects to users can be formulated as predicting the probabilities of a user appreciating the projects in the system. The Behance data set we used was part of the data set collected and released by He et al. [11] . The available item side information is the owner or creator of the project. One project can possibly have multiple owners, in which case we take the one with the highest TF-IDF value [16] where IDF is computed across all the projects in the data set. Table 3 shows the statistics of the data set along with the distribution of the number of items belonging to the owners (a highly skewed distribution).
We employ a temporal leave-one-out training and testing procedure, i.e., for each user, the whole sequence of appreciated items except the last one is used as the training data leaving the last one for testing. We use the metrics of Mean Average Precision (MAP@k, where k=5 and 20) and Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC). AUC is evaluating whether the models can rank the last appreciated item of a user (i.e. positive item) higher than a negative item randomly sampled from all the items in the data set (excluding the last appreciated item of the user).
We implemented all models based on TensorFlow [1] (Version 1.4.1, Python API; open sourced in GitHub 1 ). For all the models, we use embedding dimension d = 32. They are trained until convergence by running the AdaGrad algorithm with initial learning rate η = 1.0 (we found this value better than the default η = 0.1). The batch size of the AdaGrad minimization is 32, i.e., each batch has 32 users' appreciation sequences which involves on average 400 positive items. We use α = β = 2K for each batch, i.e., sampling 2K negative items (excluding the positive items) for each batch in the item prediction softmax, attribute prediction softmax and the sub-vocabulary sampling of the HSM model. Table 1 shows the results. We see that both MAP@k and AUC show consistent substantial improvement for HSM on top of both SVDFeature and RNN. MTL shows substantial improvement in terms of MAP@k but more improvement is observed on top of SVDFeature than RNN. Interestingly, we observe that modeling the user history sequence based on RNN is substantially better than not modeling the sequence based on SVDFeature but the improvement only manifests in terms of MAP@k, not in terms of AUC. Although it is also possible to model the user history sequence through embedding vector summation in SVDFeature, we chose not to here because we want to see whether MTL or HSM can improve on top of substantially different user models.
The MAP@k and AUC are much higher for the task of attribute prediction than item prediction, which suggests that predicting higher-level groups induced by the attributes are easier tasks than directly predicting the lower-level item confirming with our hypothesis at the beginning. Table 2 shows how accuracy improvement is affected when noise is introduced into the group assignment of items based on attributes. When the noise p = 1.0, i.e., all items are randomly assigned into a group, the HSM model achieves similar but slightly worse performance than the baseline model, which shows that adding additional random grouping in the output hurts probably because the attribute model struggles to learn a coherent embedding for that group of items while those items are not similar to each other at all. 
IMPROVING RNN-BASED LARGE-SCALE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION MODEL
We further evaluate the proposed approach on top of a large-scale private industrial production model (RNN-based). Table 4 lists the statistics of the data set and the distribution of the sizes of each attribute used. The categorical attributes involved here are publisher and topic. Each item in the data set is annotated with the most relevant topic ID and each item has an unique publisher ID. They are all embedded as the input of the RNN as shown in Equation 5 along with other input features used in the production model. As Table 4 shows, the distribution of group sizes induced by these attributes are extremely unbalanced. The embedding dimension d = 256 and the initial learning rate η = 0.1. Because of the size of the item space, we use 20K negative samples for the item prediction softmax and attribute prediction softmax. For the conditional item prediction task in the HSM model, we limit using 400 negative samples for each attribute ID in the batch (batch size is 128), in which case the effective number of items involved each batch is 6K for the topic attribute and 2K for the publisher attribute.
We employed a similar temporal leave-one-out training and testing procedure in this data set. Table 5 shows the item prediction accuracy measured by MAP@k (k=5 and 20). We see that both MTL and HSM improve the recommendation accuracy, especially HSM, which has around 20% accuracy gain across the two types of attributes for MAP@5 while MAP@20 shows consistent but slightly less accuracy improvement. MTL seems to depend on which attribute to use because the improvement using the topic is much larger (7.9% gain) than using the publisher (3.3% gain). Table 6 shows how MAP changes when we introduce noises into the item group assignment based on the attribute publisher running the HSM model. It shows consistent results with the experiments run on the Behance data set.
ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION
In this section, we investigate how introducing the auxiliary task of predicting categorical attributes can help item prediction. We focus on HSM here because it has more consistent and substantial improvement. We did not come up with a theoretical explanation but conducted analysis on the Behance data set and simulation experiments to test a few hypotheses.
H1: Does hierarhical softmax have more improvement for the longtail items' prediction (Yes). To answer this question, we analyze the relationship between the popularity of the two items (one positive and one randomly sampled negative) to be predicted for a user (along with the popularity of their attributes) and whether SVDFeature+HSM is better than SVDFeature (i.e., SVDFeature+HSM ranks correctly while SVDFeature ranks incorrectly, referred to as the Better variable here) based on the Behance data set. Popularity here refers to the number of times an item or attribute appears in the appreciation data set. We use the rank of an item or attribute's popularity instead of the raw number. Table 7 shows the coefficients of the popularity of items and attributes predicting the Better response variable in a logistic regression model. We see that the effects of item popularity are significant and their signs are positive (note that higher values of popularity rank represent less popularity, i.e. the tail). That the effect of attribute popularity is not significant suggests the advantage of HSM does not favor more popularity attributes.
H2: does the advantage of HSM generalize across different types of generative models of users? (Yes) One hypothesis we have regarding HSM is that it might better fit how users express interest and discover items, i.e., users have hierarchical interest (and shifting) along the hierarchy of attributes and items and HSM better models that. To investigate this question, we simulated two data sets of 1K users based on two types of generative models: Single-Level versus TwoLevel within the framework of matrix factorization. Algorithms 3 and 4 show how user interactions are generated. Note that k u and k a control the skewness of the user interest distribution in the attributes (a user's embedding vector is modeled as a sparse distribution on the attribute embedding vectors) and the sizes of the attributes in terms of the number of items.
After generating the simulated data sets, we trained two models SVDFeature and SVDFeature+HSM. The training process is exact the same as we trained the models for the real-application data sets. Table 8 shows the accuracy results in terms of AUC of the two models (d = 32, negative sampling α = β = 200). We observe that HSM not only improves substantially for the two-level data set, whose generative process is a better fit of the HSM model, but also for the single-level data set. This analysis suggests that overall HSM based on informative item grouping is a more powerful modeling technique than one-level flat softmax generalizing across environments of different user models of preferences and behaviors.
DISCUSSION, LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK
Our experimental results demonstrated that using items' categorical attributes through either MTL or HSM can benefit item prediction in recommendation problems. Particularly for HSM, from the softmax normalization perspective, our results suggest that the negative Table 6 : Results for the large scale data set: The testing MAP@k (k=5 or 20) of the item and publisher prediction tasks for the baseline model and HSM model whose group assignment has different amount of random noises introduced with probability p=0.1, 0.2, 0.6 or 1.0 where 1.0 means items are completely randomly assigned into groups without using any information from the publisher attribute although the number of groups is the same as the number of unique publishers. The numbers in the parentheses are the MAP improvement relative to the baseline RNN model. 0.613 (0.012) *** log(false item rank) 0.051 (0.008) *** log(true attribute rank) 0.004 (0.011) log(false attribute rank) 0.008 (0.009 samples used for normalization in Equation 10 are more effective than the random negative samples in Equation 1. Given that the higher-level differences of the items are handled by the higherlevel attribute prediction task, the item-related model parameters can focus on learning more nuanced patterns within the attribute group. Figure 2 is an illustration of the t-SNE [15] embeddings of the item embedding in the baseline RNN model and the item, topic embeddings in the RNN+HSM model. We see that the topic embeddings encode some large-scale grouping structure in the item Algorithm 3: The simulation algorithm for generating itemattribute mapping and item/attribute embeddings for generating user history interactions in Algorithm 4. ∼ i represents sampling i times according to certain distribution.
Para : item vocabulary size N = 5000; attribute vocabulary size M = 500; the shape of the Gamma distribution for item assignment in attributes k a = 1.0. Embedding dimension d = 32 1 #generating assignment of items to attributes.
7 end 8 #generating attribute embedding weights. 9 V ∈ R Mxd ∼ U ni f orm(0, 1) 10 #generating item embedding weights. 
#generating the item according to user attribute interest. vocabulary. The item embeddings in the baseline RNN model seem to be more clustered than the RNN+HSM model. In this work, the classification models are limited to utilize only one categorical attribute, we consider it as interesting future work to combine multiple attributes through multi-layer hierarchical softmax or multi-task learning predicting multiple dimensions of the item space to further improve. A challenge is that not only the item-attribute dependency needs to be modeled, but also the inter-dependencies among multiple attributes, e.g., given that a user likes a topic, what is the probability that the user likes the publishers within that topic, or alternatively, that the user likes the topics within particular publishers (note that a publisher is the user who created an item in the system). It is not intuitive to decide what is the right dependency order. In either case, this hierarchical prediction is inherently sequential, which resembles the gradient boosting techniques to some extent [10] .
In terms of applications, the proposed classification model is a natural fit for grouped or categorized recommendation presentation interfaces. For example, many recommender systems present their recommendations grouped by topics, genres or categories instead of using a combined top-N list. Besides, outside of recommender systems, in any interface that supports browsing by topics or other criteria can use the HSM model to personalize the browsing experience given that a user clicks certain topic link. Lastly, since these attributes have nice interpretability from the user's perspective, the model may be used for eliciting user preferences interactively in a conversational recommender system or the coarser-level action space exploration in reinforcement learning for recommender systems.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose models utilizing the readily available item categorical attributes as output for multi-class classification-based recommender systems. In our proposed models, we introduce structures induced by the item categorical attributes in the classification softmax either through multi-task learning or hierarchical softmax.
In the multi-task learning case, along with the task of predicting the next item that a user will act on, we also predict the higher-level attribute value of the next item but still sharing the same user state model, hypothesizing that this auxiliary task can benefit the item model learning through transfer learning or regularization effects.
In the hierarchical softmax case, we not only introduce the same auxiliary task sharing the same user state model, but also condition our item-level prediction task on the attribute-level prediction output.
We demonstrate through experiments on real-world data sets that these two approaches improve item-level prediction substantially on top of the modeling frameworks of both matrix factorization and neural networks. We demonstrate the robustness of the hierarchical softmax approach by introducing noise in building the hierarchy and the its generalizability across different user generative models through simulation experiments.
In summary, we show that introducing predicting categorical attributes as auxiliary tasks in item prediction has substantial advantages for recommender applications. Despite unbalanced hierarchies, in practice, the approach is relatively easy to apply and fairly robust against noise in the categorical grouping. We hope this result is particularly useful to other recommender practitioners.
